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Visual Servoing through mirror reflection
Eric Marchand, François Chaumette

Abstract— Apart the use of catadioptric cameras, only few
visual servoing works exploit the use of mirror. Such a configuration is however interesting since it allows to overpass the
limited camera field of view. Based on the known projection
equations involved in such a system, this paper introduces the
theoretical background that allows the use of planar mirror
for visual servoing in different configurations. Limitations
intrinsic to such systems, such as the number of d.o.f actually
controllable, is then discussed. Experiments using a mirror
mounted on the end-effector of a 6 d.o.f robot validate the
proposed approach.

I. I NTRODUCTION
Visual servoing [3] has proved to be a very efficient way to
control robot using information provided by one or multiple
cameras. Vision sensors have the main advantage to get a
rich information of the robot environment. However standard
perspective cameras have a limited field of view. Considering
mirrors may extend the camera field of view. This is usually
achieved with catadioptric camera [13] or with controlled
mirror such as in the recent Saccade robot [6]. This paper
deals with the combination of visual servoing and a planar
mirror. Although coupling visual servoing and mirror within
catadioptric system (omnidirectional camera) has been seen
as a powerful option, few research papers consider the use of
mirrors in visual servoing when the relative position between
the camera and mirror varies.
Most of the literature in this area is related to the use
of catadioptric camera e.g. [2][13][5]. In such systems, the
camera and the mirror are rigidly attached and the catadioptric system is mounted on the robot. The main difference
between such system and a classical visual servoing system
is the projection model (central projection model) and consequently the interaction matrix. The resulting control has
also proved to feature good decoupling properties for some
particular visual features [18].
The use of planar mirrors has been considered to simulate
multi-camera system. Indeed, with a mirror, it is possible
to obtain a stereo view using a single camera (planar catadioptric stereo [14]). Although such a system may allow to
provide useful information for robot control, the mirrors positions are not controlled. Multiple stationary planar mirrors
systems for micro alignment of optical fiber using a visual
servoing techniques was also reported in [15]. The control
of the alignment process is achieved in closed loop using the
projection and reflection of the optical fiber on both mirrors.
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Such visual servoing approach avoid precise calibration of
the mirror-based stereo system.
A more classical visual servoing system is reported
in [9][8] where the motion of the robot end-effector is
controlled through its reflection in a mirror. Let us note that
in this work, the mirror and the camera are stationary. We
will see that such a system is in fact very similar to a classical
visual servoing structure.
In all previous works, the mirrors are motionless and
the relative pose between the camera and the mirror(s) is
fixed. Few works considered mobile mirrors or a varying
mirror/camera position. Laser steering application for microsurgery is reported in [19], [1]. A laser spot controlled
thanks to the motion of a 2 d.o.f mirror is achieved using
a stereo visual servoing approach. In the context of high
speed visual servoing, some systems that consider mirrors,
have been proposed to achieve high-speed gaze control:
Saccade mirror [7], [6]. These systems consider two [7] or
three [6] one d.o.f mirror to provide fast tracking capabilities
(1000Hz) of moving target. The proposed Saccade Mirror
system allows to simulate a pan/tilt camera while allowing
very fast saccade and increasing the field of view of the
camera. Open loop control law is considered for the tracking
process.
In this paper we provide the theoretical background required for the development of closed-loop visual servoing.
We consider the three possible configurations which may
allow to either control a moving camera, a moving target
attached to the robot or a moving mirror. In all these cases
the target is observed by the camera through its reflection
in the mirror. After recalling the reflection and the resulting
projection equations, we will see that the two former configurations can be easily formulated using classical visual
servoing control law. The last case, that is controlling the
mirror, is the key contribution of this paper. We will exhibit
the interaction matrix that links the motion of a point in the
image to the motion of the mirror. We will also demonstrate
that in practice only 3 mirror d.o.f. are actually controllable.
We will thus propose to use the remaining d.o.f. to cope with
the issue induced by the fact that the mirror has not an infinite
size. Experiments using a mirror mounted on the end-effector
of a 6 d.o.f robot validates the proposed approaches.
II. R EFLECTION AND PROJECTION MODELING
Let us define the mirror frame such that x and y axes are in
the mirror plane Π and z axis is perpendicular to the mirror
(see Figure 1). The equation of the mirror in this frame is
given by:
m >m
n X=0
(1)

where m n = (0 0 1)> is the normal to the mirror Π
expressed in the mirror frame. Let m XR be the symmetric
of the point m X wrt the mirror. m XR coordinates are given
by (eg, [14]):
m

XR = (I − 2 m n m n> )m X

(2)

Note that this equation is true whatever the choice of m n
(subject that km nk = 1) if the origin of Fm belongs to
plane Π.
Let c X be the coordinates of a point in the camera frame
Fc . Using classical notations for rotation and translation,we
have
c
X = c Rm m X + c tm .
(3)
Let
n>c X = d

From this quite general formulation of the problem one has to
consider three different configurations of the triplet camera,
mirror and target:
A the mirror is mounted on the robot end-effector (see
Figure 2).
B the camera is mounted on the robot-end-effector (see
Figure 4).
C the target is mounted on the robot-end-effector (see
Figure 5).
In the three cases, one wants to observe a target at a given
position in the image through its reflection in the mirror. In
any case, to design the control law one has to determine the
Jacobian Jx that links the motion of each point in the image
to the motion of the end effector in the joint space, that is

(4)

be the equation of the mirror plane in the camera frame
where n is the unit vector that represents the normal to the
plane in the camera frame and d is the orthogonal distance
between the camera and the plane (see Figure 1). We thus
have n = c Rm m n and c tm = dn.

ẋ = Jx q̇

(8)

where q̇ is the robot joint velocity. In that case, considering
that we want an exponential decrease of e, the control law
is given by:
q̇ = −λJ+
(9)
xe
To determine Jx , one has to derive the relation (the
interaction matrix [3]) that links the motion ẋ of a point
x to the motion of the mirror (A), the camera (B), or the
target (C). This is the purpose of the two next sections.
IV. C ONTROLLING THE MIRROR POSITION
This case is actually the most interesting one. In that case
the mirror is mounted on the end effector of the robot while
the camera is motionless in the scene (see Figure 2).

Fig. 1.

Reflection and projection with a planar mirror

The coordinates of the reflection c XR of c X wrt. the
mirror is given by [14] (see proof in Appendix A):
c

XR

=

(I − 2nn> ) c X + 2dn

(5)

Finally, the projection x of c XR in the image plane is
given by:
x = c XR /cZR
(6)
where cZR is the third component of c XR .
III. V ISUAL SERVOING THROUGH MIRROR
Let us consider a basic visual servoing that is specified
by observing a set of points x i at given positions in the
image x ∗i . Thus we want to minimize the norm of the error
e defined by:
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x
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(7)
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Fig. 2.

Case of a controlled mirror

A. Modeling issue and control law
As already said, one has to define the relation (the interaction matrix) that links the motion ẋ of an image point x
to the motion of the mirror. From equation (6), deriving the
normalized coordinates x, we can write:
c

ẋ =

c
c
XR c ˙
ẊR
ẊR
x c˙
−
Z
=
−c
ZR
R
cZ
cZ 2
cZ
ZR
R
R
R

(10)

where c Z˙ R is the third component of c ẊR . As the main
result of this paper, the interaction matrix that links the
motion c ẊR of c XR to the mirror motion c vm expressed

in the camera frame (c vm = (c v m ,c ω m ) where c v m is the
mirror translational velocity and c ω m is the mirror rotational
velocity) is given by:


 c vm
c
ẊR = Lv Lω
(11)
c
ωm
with
Lv = −2nn>

(12)

and
Lω = −2 d[n]× + [c XR ]× [n]2×



(13)

where [a]× denotes the skew symmetric matrix associated to
the vector a.
Proof. Only mirror is moving, thus, from (5), one can see
that
c

ẊR = 2nd˙ + 2ṅd − 2(ṅn> + nṅ> )c X

(14)

where ṅ and d˙ are the motion of the mirror parameters
expressed in the camera frame. Since c X is unknown, it
is more convenient to express c ẊR wrt. c XR (c XR is a
priori also unknown, but its projection can be observed and
measured in the image, thus only its depth c Z R is in fact
unknown). From (5), since c XR and c X are symmetric with
respect to the mirror plane, we have:
c

X =

>

c

(I − 2nn ) XR + 2dn

(15)

Injecting (15) in (14), it can be demonstrated that (see proof
in appendix B):
c

ẊR

=

2nd˙ − 2ṅd + 2(ṅn> − nṅ> )c XR

(16)

The interaction matrix related to a plane given by (4) is
given by [20][16]:

 
 c

ṅ
03×3 [n]×
vm
=
(17)
c
ωm
−n> 01×3
d˙
According to equation (17) we have
 c

vm
>
˙
2nd = 2n(−n 01×3 ) c
= −2nn>c v m
ωm

Injecting (11) in (10) leads to the interaction matrix Lx
that is defined by:
 c

vm
ẋ = Lx c
(22)
ωm
For this configuration, it is convenient to control the motion
of the mirror in the mirror frame Fm , we thus have:
 m

vm
c
ẋ = Lx Vm m
(23)
ωm
with c Vm the spatial motion transform matrix from the
camera frame to the mirror frame1 . For an eye-to-hand
system Jx , introduced in (8), can be expressed as [3]:
Jx = −Lx c Vm m Ve e J(q)

(25)

where the classical robot Jacobian e J(q) is expressed in
the end effector frame, m Ve is the spatial motion transform
matrix from the mirror frame to the end effector frame. It is
a constant matrix as soon as the mirror is rigidly attached to
the end effector. Note that, to use (25), the pose of the mirror
in the camera frame has to be estimated at each iteration of
the control law. Alternatively, one can consider the robot base
frame F∅ and the Jacobian given by [3]:
e

Jx = −Lx c V∅ ∅ Ve J(q)

(26)

where c V∅ can be computed off-line in a calibration step
and ∅ Ve is obtained thanks to the robot odometry. This latter
formulation will be considered in the reported experiments.
B. Actual number of controllable d.o.f
As expected from such a configuration, motions in the
mirror plane (ie, along x and y axes and around z axis of Fm )
do not modify the position of x in the image (see Figure 3).
When the system is perfectly calibrated first, second and
sixth column of Lx c Vm are equal to zero. That is:
rank Lx c Vm = 3.

(27)

(18)

and

2ṅd = 2 d (03×3 [n]× )

c

vm
c
ωm



= 2 d [n]× c ω m (19)

and finally, ṅn> − nṅ> being an anti-symmetric matrix, it
can be demonstrated that




ṅn> − nṅ> = [n]× ṅ × = [n]× [n]× c ω m ×


= [n]2× c ω m ×
(20)
leading to
>

> c

(ṅn − nṅ ) XR

=
=

c
XR
×
c
2c
−[ XR ]× [n]× ω m



[n]2× c ω m



(21)

Considering (18), (19) and (21) in (16) leads to the result
given in (12) and (13).

Fig. 3.

Invariance of object reflection to in-plane mirror motions

Proof. From (10), rank Lx c Vm = rank Lv


 c Rm d[n]× c Rm
Lv Lω
= −2
c
03×3
Rm

Lω
LA

c

Vm .

LB



1 Spatial transform matrix a V allows transforming velocities expressed
b
in frame Fb to velocities expressed in Fa . It is given by:
 a

Rb [a tb ]× a Rb
a
Vb =
.
(24)
a
03×3
Rb

with, on one hand,
LA
Since by definition
(n1 n2 n3 )>

= nn>c Rm = n m n>
m

n = (0 0 1)> and denoting n =


LA

0
=  0
0

0
0
0


n1
n2  .
n3

V. S IMPLE CASES OF A MOTIONLESS MIRROR
(28)

On the other hand, we have:
LB

=

dnn> [n]× c Rm + d[n]× c Rm + [c XR ]× [n]2× c Rm

=

(dI3 + [c XR ]× [n]× )[n]× c Rm since n> [n]× = 0

=

(dI3 + [c XR ]× [n]× )c Rm [m n]×
c

c

c

R>
m n]×

since [n]× Rm = Rm [
c
Rm [m n]× . Then, from (29)
LB

=

=

c

(29)
m

Rm [ Rc n]× =

(d c Rm + [c XR ]× c Rm [m n]× )[m n]×

(30)

Expending [m n]× with m n = (0 0 1)> it is immediate to
see that the third column of LB is (0 0 0)> .
Thus in practice, only 3 d.o.f. of the mirror produce to
motion in the image (see Figure 3). Nevertheless, the other
d.o.f of the mirror can be considered to achieve other tasks
such as maintaining the target visible in the mirror.
C. Using remaining d.o.f to maintain target in the mirror
Let us consider here that we control the robot in the mirror
frame. The Jacobian is then given by (23): Jx = −Lx c Vm
and the control law is given by:
vm = −λJ+
xe

With the proposed scheme, target reflection is maintained in
the center of the mirror. It is however possible to relax this
constraint, for example by allowing the center of the target
reflection to be inside an allowed range inside the mirror
following the same strategy as in [17].

A. Case of a controlled camera
In that case the camera is mounted on the end effector
of the robot. As can be seen on Figure 4, this is a classical visual servoing configuration [3] with respect to c XR .
The corresponding interaction matrix Lx is thus classically
defined by ẋ = Lx c vc where c vc = (c v c ,c ω c )> are the
translational and rotational velocity of the camera expressed
in the camera frame Fc . Lx is then given by:


−1/ZR
0
x/ZR
xy
−(1 + x2 ) y
Lx =
0
−1/ZR y/ZR 1 + y 2
−xy
−x
(34)
The proof is given in [10]. It has however to be noted
that, here, the visual feature is related to a virtual point
XR . Indeed XR is not a physical point but the symmetric
of X with respect to the mirror. Although the coordinates
x = (x y)> can be directly measured in the image, the
depth ZR is obviously unknown but, it can be noted that
this is also usually the case for a classical visual servoing
process.

(31)

As stated above, rank Jx = 3, three dof remain available to
achieve other tasks, which can be done using the redundancy
framework [3], [4].
+
vm = −λJ+
x e + Px Je2 e2

(32)

with Px = I − J+
x Jx . Our goal is to maintain the target
in the image. Indeed, the mirror is not of infinite size and
some motion may imply that the target reflection moves out
the limit of the mirror. To maintain the target reflection in
the image, a simple way is to control the remaining degrees
of freedom of the mirror to maintain the target reflection in
the center of the mirror. Let x̄M be the center of gravity of
the mirror and x̄ the center of gravity of the target in the
image. The cost function e2 is then defined as
e2 = β(x̄M − x̄)

(33)

where β is a positive scalar. Note that x̄, being the reflected
point, is invariant to the motion of the mirror involved by
this secondary task. Indeed Px belong to the kernel Ker Jx .
Thus, as demonstrated in the previous paragraph, the motion
generated J+
e2 e2 has no effect on the projection of the point
in the image. x̄ being invariant, the Jacobian Je2 only links
the motion of x̄M to the motion of the mirror. It is given by
the classical interaction matrix related to the point x̄M [3].

Fig. 4.

Case of a controlled camera.

In that case the Jacobian Jx defined in (9) is given by [3]:
Jx = Lx c Ve e J(q)

(35)

where e J(q) is the classical robot Jacobian expressed in the
end effector frame and c Ve is the spatial motion transform
matrix from the camera frame to the end effector frame. It is
a constant matrix as soon as the camera is rigidly attached
to the end effector.
B. Case of a controlled target
In this last case the mirror and camera are motionless and
the target is mounted on the end effector of the robot (see
Figure 5). This case was reported in [8][9][15].

Fig. 5.

Case of controlled target.

This case defines in fact a classical eye-to-hand configuration for which the Jacobian Jx can be expressed as [3]:
Jx = −Lx o Ve e J(q)

(36)

where Lx has been defined in (34) and o Ve is the spatial
motion transform matrix from the target frame to the end
effector frame. It is a constant matrix as soon as the target
is rigidly attached to the end effector.
As in the previous case the visual feature is related to a
virtual point c XR rather directly c X. Let us note again that
the depth ZR is obviously unknown.
VI. E XPERIMENTAL RESULTS

Fig. 6. Experimental setup: the mirror (red arrows) is mounted on the robot
end effector; the camera (blue circles) observes the target (green (green) as
its reflection in the mirror. The calibration dots are used to determine the
position of the camera in the robot reference frame in an off-line calibration
step. They are removed for the visual servoing experiments as can be shown
in, eg, Figure 7.

image (see Figure 7.a) using the control law given by (26).
As expected, 3 d.o.f are actually involved to achieve the task
(see Figure 7.c). In this experiment mainly the orientation of
the mirror is involved but a small motion along the Z axis can
be also observed (see Figure 7.c). The depth c ZR involved
in (10) has been set to 2.5m, which roughly correspond to the
double of the distance between the camera and the mirror.
The errors feature an exponential decay (see Figure 7.b),
which shows the robustness of the control scheme wrt. coarse
approximation of the depth c ZR .

In this section, we consider only the case of a moving
mirror. In Section V we demonstrated that the cases of motionless mirrors are equivalent to a classical visual servoing
scheme. Therefore, as this is a well known approach, we do
not show results for these cases and we focus on the original
problem of a controlled mirror.
A. Experiments with mirror control: experimental setup
Figure 6 shows the experimental setup. The mirror is
mounted on the end-effector of a 6 d.o.f gantry robot.
The camera (which is fully calibrated) is static and looks
at the mirror and (thanks to the mirror reflection) to the
target. The implementation has be done thanks to the ViSP
software [11]. The relative position between the camera and
the robot base frame is computed thanks to robot odometry
and the localization of the mirror wrt the camera using a nonlinear pose estimation method [12] using four points initially
located on the mirror. This is done in an off-line calibration
step to compute the constant matrix c V∅ (see (26)). The
dots (see Figure 6 (left)) are then removed. Note that the
measure of the mirror parameters (reported, eg, in Figure 9.c)
are computed thanks to robot odometry and the knowledge
of c T∅ obtained during the off-line calibration step. These
values are indeed involved in (12), (13) and thus in (26).
B. Servo on one point
This first experiment depicts a basic visual servoing task.
The reflection of the target has to be seen in the middle of the

a

b

c

Fig. 7. Servo on one point: (a) initial position (left) and desired (and
final) position (right). Video is available through youtube here and in the
accompanying video ; (b) error x − x ∗ , (c) mirror velocity in mirror frame
(m v m ,m ω m )> in m/s and rad/s. Note that (vx , vy and ωz are always
equal to 0 as expected

In the second experiment (Figures 8) we changed the
desired position of the point in the upper right of the image.
Due to the mirror limited size, it is necessary to use the
secondary task defined in Section IV-C in order to avoid the
target moving out of the mirror. We see in that case that all
the mirror d.o.f are used (see Figure 8.c).

a

b

a

c

b

c

Fig. 8. Servo on one point with large displacement which would induce
the target to move out of the mirror. This requires the use of a secondary
task as proposed in Section IV-C: (a) initial position (left) and desired (and
final) position (right). Videos are available through youtube: external view
and camera view and in the accompanying video ; (b) error x − x ∗ , (c)
mirror velocities (m v m ,m ω m ). Note that in that case all the d.o.f. are
used to maintain the target in the mirror.

C. Servo on four points
In this case we consider a target made of four points.
The initial and final (desired) image are shown on Figure 9.
As stated in Section IV-B, 3 d.o.f are controlled. Here not
only the orientation of the mirror is involved but its depth
(in the camera frame) as well. This can be clearly seen on
Figure 9, which depicts mirror orientation and depth. The
mirror converges toward a desired pose (up to a translation
in the mirror planeand a rotation around its normal). The
depth c ZR involved in (10) is coarsely set to 4m. It can be
seen on Figure 9.d than the camera moves backward 50cm
to reach a desired position. As stated the measure of the
mirror parameters (Figure 9.d) are computed thanks to robot
odometry and the knowledge of c T∅ obtained during the offline calibration step.
Again due to the fact that rank Jx = 3 the target may leave
the mirror (which is not of infinite size). This is easy to see
on Figure 10 that if the mirror does not move down, the
target will no longer be on the mirror at convergence. Here
a secondary task is thus considered to maintain the center of
gravity (COG) of the target at the COG of the mirror (see
Section IV-C). In that case all the mirror d.o.f are considered
to achieve the global task (mainly a translation along x and
y in Fm - see Figure 10c).
VII. C ONCLUSION
In this paper we investigated visual servoing through
mirror reflection and proposed the theoretical background
necessary to derive the resulting control law. We demonstrated that when the mirror is static, the problem is very
similar to the classical one (with no mirror). In the case
where the mirror is moving, we exhibit the analytical form
of the interaction matrix and the resulting control law.
We demonstrated that, in that case, only 3 d.o.f can be

d
Fig. 9. Servo on 4 points. Camera view: initial position (left) and desired
(and final) position on the (right). Videos are available through youtube:
external view and camera view and in the accompanying video ; (b) error
x i − x ∗i , i = 1..4, (c) mirror velocity in mirror frame (m v m ,m ω m ), (d)
mirror equation (n, d) with n = (n1 , n2 , n3 ). Note that only 3 d.o.f are
involved to achieve the task (see Section IV-B).

efficiently considered and propose solutions to use efficiently
the remaining dof. Experiments has been achieved with a
Gantry robot to show the validity of our approach in the
case of controlled mirror.
A PPENDIX
A. Proof of equation (6)
Let us prove that
c

XR = (I − 2nn> ) c X + 2dn

Proof. Considering (3) and (2)
c

XR = c Rm m XR + dn
= c Rm (I − 2 m n m n> )m X + dn
m
= c Rm (m Rc c Rm − 2m Rc nn>m R>
c ) X + dn

= (c Rm − 2nn>c Rm )(m Rc c X − d m n) + dn
= (I − 2nn> )c Rm (m Rc c X − d m Rc n) + dn
= (I − 2nn> )(c X − dn) + dn
= (I − 2nn> )c X − dn + 2dnn> n + dn
= (I − 2nn> )c X + 2dnn> n
n being a unit vector, n> n = 1, this leads to equation (5).

a

b

c

Fig. 10. Servo on 4 points with large displacement with the use of a
secondary task as proposed in section IV-C. This requires the use of the
secondary task proposed in Section IV-C: (a) initial position (left) and
desired (and final) position (right). Video is available through youtube here
and in the accompanying video. Servo on 4 points : (b) error x i − x ∗i , i =
1..4, (c) mirror velocities (m v m ,m ω m )> . Note that in that case all the
d.o.f. are used to maintain the target in the mirror.

B. Proof of equation (16)
Let us prove that
c

ẊR = 2nd˙ − 2ṅd + 2(ṅn> − nṅ> )c XR

Proof. Injecting equation (15) in (14), we have:
c

ẊR = 2nd˙ + 2ṅd

− 2(ṅn> + nṅ> ) c XR − 2nn> c XR + 2dn
= 2nd˙ + 2ṅd − 2(ṅn> + nṅ> )c XR
+ 4(ṅn> + nṅ> )nn>c XR − 4d(ṅn> + nṅ> )n
= 2nd˙ + 2ṅd − 2(ṅn> + nṅ> )c XR
+ 4(ṅn> nn> + nṅ> nn> )c XR
− 4d(ṅn> n + nṅ> n)
note: ṅ> n = 0 since ṅ = [n]× ω leading to [n]× n = 0
= 2nd˙ + 2ṅd − 2(ṅn> + nṅ> )c XR
+ 4(ṅn>c XR ) − 4dṅ
= 2nd˙ − 2ṅd − 2(ṅn> + nṅ> )c XR + 4(ṅn>c XR )
= 2nd˙ − 2ṅd + 2(ṅn> − nṅ> )c XR
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